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	[image: ]Dreamweaver MX Developer Certification Study Guide, 9780072223705 (0072223707), McGraw-Hill, 2002
The Only Certification Study System Based on 300,000+ Hours of IT Training Experience
	100% Complete Coverage--All official test objectives for the Dreamweaver MX certification exam are covered in detail   
	Hands-on Exercises--Step-by-step instruction modeled after classroom labs   
	Exam Watch--Warnings based on thorough post-exam research identifying the most troublesome exam topics and how to answer them correctly   
	Three Types of Practice Questions--Knowledge, scenario, and lab-based questions, all with in-depth answers   
	From the Classroom--Discussions of important issues direct from the classroom   


Full coverage of the topics you need to review, including how to:

	Define a new site and define an existing site   
	Create a document and set page properties   
	Achieve page layout with tables, frames, and layers   
	Add content to the source code   
	Create image maps, jump menus, and navigation bars and add links   
	Build forms and insert form objects   
	Work with behaviors   
	Build Web applications and add server-side functionality   
	Manage HTML and CSS styles   
	Manage content and work with templates   
	Set up preview browsers   
	Test, troubleshoot, and manage your Web site   


About the Author

   Marc Campbell designs Web sites (including destination sites for DC Comics and MAD Magazine), e-government portals, e-business applications, and online fanzines.  He has used Dreamweaver on a near-daily basis since 1999.  Marc taught a 12-hour Dreamweaver unit in his comprehensive Web design class for Millennium Institute of Computers, familiarizing him with the needs of students seeking certification and employment in Web design fields.  As an author, he wrote PageMaker 7 from A to Z as well as several magazine articles on computer topics.
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Eating the IT Elephant: Moving from Greenfield Development to BrownfieldIBM Press, 2008
A Practical, Start-to-Finish Approach to Managing, Evolving, and Transforming Legacy IT Systems
 

For every IT executive, manager, architect, program leader, project leader, and lead analyst
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Mites: Ecology, Evolution & Behaviour: Life at a MicroscaleSpringer, 2013

	More than 40,000 species of mites have been described, and up to 1 million may exist on earth. These tiny arachnids play many ecological roles including acting as vectors of disease, vital players in soil formation, and important agents of biological control. But despite the grand diversity of mites, even trained biologists are often unaware...
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Cancer of the Gastrointestinal Tract: A Handbook for Nurse Practitioners (Handbook for Nurse Practitioners Series (Whurr))John Wiley & Sons, 2003

	This text is a primer on the care of the patient with cancer of the gastrointestinal tract, for nurses who may not have experience in this demanding speciality.


	The book begins with a comprehensive look at the issues and scope of the frequently used term "quality of life". Chapters two and three take an in-depth look at...
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Understanding Flash MX 2004 ActionScript 2: Basic techniques for creativesFocal Press, 2004
Step-by-step techniques, illustrated with highly visual examples throughout the book, show you how to build up your ActionScripting skills quickly and effectively. A support website provides all the content you need to try out the techniques shown in the book for yourself.

Ideal for those studying multimedia and information technology...
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Design Through Verilog HDLJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
A comprehensive resource on Verilog HDL for beginners and experts
    Large and complicated digital circuits can be incorporated into hardware by using Verilog, a hardware description language (HDL). A designer aspiring to master this versatile language must first become familiar with its constructs, practice their use in real applications, and...
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Compiler Design (International Computer Science Series)Addison Wesley, 1995
Provides a comprehensive, modern approach to the design and construction of compilers. Includes in-depth coverage of compiler generation methods for lexical, syntax and semantic analysis.

       About the Author
      
Reinhard Wilhelm is Professor of Computer Science at the University of the Saarland in...
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